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1. IKTRODUCTIOIY 
Except where otherwise specified, all matrices dealt with in this paper 
and all relations (e.g., similarity, conjunctivity, and unitary conjunctivity) 
between these matrices are over the complex field. The main result, 
Theorem 3 in Section 2, gives several nasc (necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions) on an n x n matrix S that S be a product of three positive definite 
(hermitian) matrices. One of these nasc, (3.6) of Theorem 3, can be shown 
to be algebraic in the entries of S and S* (where S* denotes the conjugate 
transpose of S) Sections 3 through 6 are devoted to a proof of Theorem 3. 
Section 7, in Theorems 4 and 5, gives corresponding nasc for products 
of four and five positive definite matrices. In particular, it is shown that 
every complex n x n matrix of positive determinant is a product of five 
positive definite matrices and, if it is not a scalar matrix, is a product of 
four positive definite matrices. 
The problem of determining, for given positive integers m and n, 
whether or not a given n x FZ complex matrix is a product of m positive 
definite matrices has already been considered in [l], where the case 
n = 2 was completely solved; see [l, Theorem 21. The corresponding 
real problem was solved for arbitrary n in [2], which leans heavily on 
a result of [3]. In this paper we shall use the methods of [2] and [3] to 
the extent that they (or their hermitian analogs) apply to the complex 
case. As in the real case, the nasc given here (in Theorem 2 and in Remark 
3 of Section 7) for m = 2 are not essentially new; they can be derived by 
elementary means from a result of Taussky. 
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We shall follow the notation in [3] for matrix entries and for sub- 
matrices, and shall paraphrase the notation in [3] regarding congruences 
and “subcongruences” to make it applicable, respectively,to conjunctivities 
and “subconjunctivities.” Our notation for submatrices is derived from 
that in [8, pp. lo-111 and will be consistent with the latter provided 
that, as we may always do, we think of each nonempty subset M of the 
set 
(1, 2, * . . , fl} 
as a subsequence, i.e., think of the elements of M written in strictly 
increasing order. 
Briefly, then, let S be an n x PZ matrix and let M and N be nonempty 
subsets of (1,. . . , TZ}. We denote by S[MIN] the submatrix of S lying 
in rows whose indices come from M and in columns whose indices come 
from N. We denote by Sj, the entry in the 1 x 1 submatrix S[jlk]. We 
give meanings to S[MIN), S(M/N], and S(MIN) corresponding to their 
respective meanings in [8, pp. 10-111, e.g., S[MIN) = S[MIN’], where 
N’ is the subset complementary to N. We abbreviate further for principal 
submatrices, putting S[M] = S[MIM] and S(M) = S(MJM). Next, we 
say that a nonsingular matrix C defines the conjunctivity S -+ C*SC 
and that the order of this conjunctivity is the order of C. Finally, we 
let m be the cardinal of M and let D be an m x nz nonsingular matrix. 
Then by “the [M] subconjztnctiuity of order e defined by D” we mean the 
conjunctivity (of order n) defined by the n x n matrix C satisfying 
C[M] = D, C[MjM) = 0, C(MIM] = 0, and C(M) = I, where I is the 
identity matrix of order n - m. (We shall usually not specify the order 
of a subconjunctivity when it is clear from context.) When j < R, the 
[i, k] subconjunctivity (of order n) defined by 
0 1 
[ 1 1 0 
will be called “the interchanging [i, k] subconjunctivity (of order a).” 
The following fact, analogous to [3, Fact 1.41, characterizes the effect 
of an arbitrary subconjunctivity. 
Fact 1.1. Let S be an n x PZ matrix, M be a subset of (1, . . . , n>, 
m be the cardinal of M, D be an m x m nonsingular matrix, and T be the 
matrix obtained by applying to S the [M] subconjunctivity (of order n) 
defined by D. Then 
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T[M] = D*S [MID, 
T[MIM) = D*S[MIM), 
T(MIM] = S(MjM]D, 
T(M) = S(M). 
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We conclude this section by briefly sketching some of what we shall 
need to know about triangularizing matrices by conjunctivity. (Fortu- 
nately, these facts and their proofs are simpler than the analogous facts 
about congruence given in [3, Sections 1 and 21.) 
Fact 1.2. Let A, B, C, D be matrices of respective dimensions J’J x 
p, p x q, q x p, q x q, and let A be nonsingular. Then there are uniquely 
defined matrices C, and D, such 
defined by the matrix (in block 
I 
0 
has the following effect: 
A B [ 1 C D 




Fact 1.3. Let S be an n x n matrix and let r be the rank of S. Then 
S is conjunctive with a lower triangular matrix whose first Y diagonal 
entries are nonzero and whose last n - Y columns are zero. 
Proof (sketch). In view of Fact 1.2 (plus standard permutation and 
inductive procedures) it suffices to assume that S has zero diagonal and 
is nonzero. Thus there is a pair j, k of indices with i < k which are such 
that Sj, and Ski are not both zero. Then, applying to S the [j, k] sub- 
conjunctivities defined by 
[: Y] Or [: Y] 
gives, respectively, for the jth diagonal entry of the result, 
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at least one of which is nonzero. 
Remarks. The preceding method for proving Fact 1.3 is directed 
specifically toward conjunctivity as defined relative to complex conjuga- 
tion, but it obviously applies equally well to cases where conjunctivity 
is defined relative to a more general notion of conjugation (see, e.g., 
[6, p. 62]), except where the field has characteristic 2. (Fact 1.3 holds 
even when the characteristic is 2, provided the definition of conjugation 
in [6, p. 621 is suitably modified; the proof requires corresponding 
modification.) Fact 1.3 is erroneously given in [13, p. 941 for congruence 
(rather than for conjunctivity). A correct version for congruence is given 
in [3, Theorem 11. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we state three theorems (Theorems 1, 2, and 3) which 
are respective analogs of [2, Corollary 1.3, Theorem 2, and Theorem 31. 
The proofs are routinely analogous except where otherwise indicated. 
First we introduce some notation, which is consistent with that in 
[l] and [2]. Let 9 denote the set of all n x n positive definite complex 
(hermitian) matrices and B denote the set of all n x gz positive definite 
real (symmetric) matrices. For each positive integer na let 9’” denote 
the set of all matrices S such that S can be written as a product of YH matrices 
from B, and define .B?” analogously relative to B?‘. (Thus W is the set of 
all real matrices in 8, and Wmc 8” for every nz. We shall go more 
deeply into the relation between W” and Pm later (Remark 2 of Section 
7).) We denote by 9(c) the group of all n x n nonsingular complex 
matrices and by g+(c) the subgroup of all n x n complex matrices of 
positive determinant. 
If we now take, in [2, Theorem 11, the group 9 to be g(c), the anti- 
automorphism * to be the one already denoted in the present paper by 
* (namely, matrix transposition followed by complex conjugation), and 
the set 9 to be {I}, then the set 9 (which would then be by definition 
the set of all elements of g(c) which are conjunctive with I) must be 9 
(e.g., see [S, 5.8.3, pp. 84-851 or [9, p. 142, Ex. 34]), and hence we have 
from [2, Theorem l] the following analog of [2, Corollary 1.31. (For 
present purposes we put go = 8-l = (I}.) 
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THEOREM 1. Let S be an n x n complex matrix and m be a nonnegative 
integer. Then the following three statements are equivalent to each other: 
(1.1) S E g”” (i.e., S is a Product of 2m positive definite hermitian 
matrices) ; 
(1.2) S is similar to an element of gzm; 
(1.3) S is similar to an element of Y2m--1 ; 
and also the following thzree statements are equivalent to each other: 
(1.1’) s Egznt+‘; 
(1.2’) S is conjunctive with an element of 9@m+1; 
(1.3’) S is conjunctive with alz element of 92m. 
Remark. Since I E 8, we can apply [2, Corollary 1.21 in this context, 
but it tells us just the known fact that the subgroup generated by 9’ is 
normal in 9(c). This subgroup is S+(c), which is well known to be normal 
in 9(c). We shall show later (in Theorem 5) that actually P(c) = g5. 
Next we have the following analog of [2, Theorem 21. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be an n x n complex matrix. Then the following 
four statements aye equivalent (to each other): 
(2.1) S E g2 (i.e., S is a Product of two positive definite hermitian 
matrices) ; 
(2.2) S is similar to an element of Y2; 
(2.3) S is similar to an element of 9’; 
(2.4) S is unitarily similar to a diagonable lower triangular matrix 
of positive diagonal. (Note: In this paper “diagonable” means “similar 
over the complex field to a diagonal matrix.“) 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 is entirely analogous to that of 
[2, Theorem 21, and so will not be given explicitly here. 
Theorem 2, like its real analog [2, Theorem 21, can be easily derived 
also from Taussky’s result. (See [5, p. 11271 for further references, and 
see Remark 3 of Section 7 for further nasc for P2.) 
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Finally, we have, corresponding to [2, Theorem 31, the following result, 
in which the last condition, (3.6), is considerably more complicated than 
the corresponding condition in [2, Theorem 31. 
THEOREM 3. Let S be an n x n complex matrix. Then the following 
six statements are equivalent: 
(3.1) S E P3 (i.e., S is a product of three positive definite hermitian 
matrices) ; 
(3.2) S is conjunctive with an element of .Y3; 
(3.3) S is conjunctive with an element of g2; 
(3.4) S is conjunctive with a lower triangular matrix of positive diagonal; 
(3.5) S is conjunctive with a matrix all of whose leading principal 
minors aye positive; 
(3.6) at least one of the following, (3.6a) or (3.6b), holds. 
(3.6a) S has positive determinant and eeieS + eieS* is indefinite for 
every real 0 ; 
(3.6b) the (complex) integral i?a 
E(S) zz Im 
i 
tr{ [(l - t)l + tS]-l(S - I)} dt 
0 
(where “Im” means “imaginary part” and “tr” means “trace”) exists in 
the Riemann sense (i.e., all the real eigenvalues of S aye positive) and E(S) 
itself is zero, and there is an n x 1 complex matrix X such that X*SX = 1. 
(Note: another condition, (3.6’), equivalent to (3.6) is given at the end 
of Section 3.) 
Proof. The proof that the first five conditions, (3.1) through (3.5), 
are equivalent to each other is a routine paraphrase of the proof of the 
corresponding part of [2, Theorem 31. The proof that (3.6) is equivalent 
to (3.4) will occupy the next four sections of the present paper. 
3. GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS 
In order to avoid the repeated use of cumbersome expressions in later 
sections, we introduce in this section some ad hoc terminology (as well as 
some standard terminology) and derive some basic properties associated 
with it. 
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First, we shall use the following standard definition for convex co+te 
in a real vector space : a convex cone is a nonempty subset which is closed 
under the operation of taking nonnegative linear combinations of its 
elements. In this paper, though we shall make liberal use of the fact that 
9 is the interior of a convex cone, the only cones we shall be concerned 
with as such are convex cones in the complex plane V, where V is considered 
as a two-dimensional real vector space. We shall use without proof the 
well-known fact that the only kinds of convex cones in V? are: % itself, 
lines, half planes, (infinite) sectors, half lines, and the zero cone. Whenever 
we refer to lines, half lines, half planes, or sectors in %7, unless otherwise 
specified we shall mean o&y those which aye convex cones in V, thus “line” 
will mean “line through zero, ” “half line” will mean “closed half line 
with endpoint at zero” (“ray” will mean “half line minus zero”), “half 
plane” will mean “half plane containing zero with bounding line through 
zero” (such a half plane may include one or both bounding rays; “open 
half plane” will as usual mean the interior of a half plane), and “sector” 
will mean “convex sector containing zero with apex at zero” (and to 
avoid ambiguity we shall not consider a half plane or a half line (or a 
point or a line or a plane) to be a sector). 
Now let S be an n x n complex matrix. We shall denote by r(S) the 
set of all complex numbers X*SX for which X is an n x 1 complex 
matrix. Some basic properties of the function r (mapping the set of 
square complex matrices into the family of subsets of V) are collected 
for convenient reference in the following result. 
Fact 3.1. (i) r(zS) = (sgn z)r(S) for every nonzero z E V; 
(ii) r is conjunctively invariant, i.e., r(C*SC) = P(S) for every 
nonsingular C and every S of the same order as C ; 
(iii) r(S,) c r(S) for every principal submatrix S, of S; 
(iv) every diagonal entry of S lies in r(S); 
(v) r(S) consists of zero, and the numbers T,i for which T is 
conjunctive with S (in particular, r(S) contains all the eigenvalues of S) ; 
(vi) r(S) = r(S,) + r(S,) whenever S is the direct sum of S, and S,; 
(vii) r(S) is a convex cone for every S. 
Proof. The proofs of (i), (ii), (iii), (’ ) IV , and (vi) are routine. To show 
(v), we note that F(S) contains zero and, by (ii) and (iv) contains T,, 
whenever T is conjunctive with S, so we have only to show the reverse 
inclusion. Suppose S is n x n, z E r(S), and z # 0. Then there is an 
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n x 1 matrix X such that z = X*.5X. Clearly X # 0, so there is an 
n x n nonsingular matrix C whose first column is X. Putting T = C*SC, 
we get T,, = z. We shall sketch a proof of (vii) (in Remark 1 of) Section 4, 
but we shall assume (vii) without proof in the rest of this section. 
Remark. One way to prove (vii) is to note that r(S) is just the 
cone generated by the wertvorrat [12] (variously translated as “field (of 
values)” [8, pp. 168-1691, “domain” [4, p. 217, Rx. 511, or (at least in 
the infinite-dimensional case) “numerical range” [II, p. 10211) of S and 
that the wertvorrat is convex (see [12] for a proof). (Our proof of (vii) 
will not use these facts, however.) The main (and crucial) advantage, 
for purposes of this paper, that r has over the better known wertvorrat 
is (ii) of Fact 3.1, the invariance of r under arbitrary conjunctivity. The 
wertvorrat is in general invariant only under unitary conjunctivity. (By 
the same token, in situations where we can operate only with unitary 
conjunctivity the wertvorrat would usually be preferred.) (The author’s 
attention has been called recently to an unpublished report [14], in which 
the concept of “angular field,” practically the same as r, is introduced.) 
Next we introduce some algebraic definitions about S that will closely 
correspond to the various geometric possibilities for the cone r(S). For 
each n x n complex matrix S and each real 19 (0 will always be real when 
used in this paper) we define a (hermitian rc x n) matrix H(B; S) by 
H(H; S) E ~(emieS + eieS*). 
(When S is understood, we shall sometimes write H(8) instead of H(B; S).) 
An fl x n complex matrix S will be called: 
(i) contrahermitian provided e-?S is nonhermitian for all 0; 
(ii) cohermitian. provided S is not contrahermitian; 
(iii) contradefinite provided H(B) is indefinite for all 19; 
(iv) codefinite provided S is not contradefinite; 
(v) u&definite provided there is a F) for which epio.S is a nonnegative 
definite nonzero hermitian matrix; 
(vi) bidefinite provided there is a 19 for which e8O.S is an indefinite 
hermitian matrix ; 
(vii) transdefinite provided there is exactly one value of eiO for which 
H(0) is nonnegative definite and nonzero; 
(viii) prodefinite provided S is codefinite but not transdefinite nor 
cohermitian. 
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The classes (of n x n matrices) described by these definitions overlap 
in various ways. For example, S is contrahermitian if and only if S is 
contradefinite or transdefinite or prodefinite; S is cohermitian if and only 
if S is bidefinite or unidefinite or zero; S is codefinite if and only if S is 
transdefinite or prodefinite or cohermitian. 
The easiest way to verify the assertions in the preceding paragraph 
(and those later in this paragraph) is by means of the geometric interpreta- 
tion in terms of I7 This interpretation is based on the fact that, for every 
n x n complex matrix S and every n x 1 complex matrix X and every 
0, 
X*H(B; S)X = Re{e@X*SX}. 
Thus, for example, H(B; S) is nonnegative definite if and only if I’(S) 
is contained in the closed half plane whose inner normal is eie. This 
(plus basic facts about convex cones in $7) gives us the following char- 
acterizations for the foregoing definitions (and for the zero matrix). 
Namely, an n x n complex matrix S is: 
(i) contrahermitian if and only if r(S) has nonempty interior; 
(ii) cohermitian if and only if r(S) is a subcone of some line; 
(iii) contradefinite if and only if I’(S) = %? (the whole plane); 
(iv) codefinite if and only if r(S) 1s a subcone of some half plane ; 
(v) unidefinite if and only if r(S) is a half line; 
(vi) bidefinite if and only if r(S) is a line; 
(vii) transdefinite if and only if I’(S) is a half plane; 
(viii) prodefinite if and only if I’(S) is a sector; 
(ix) the zero matrix if and only if r(S) is the zero cone. 
We conclude this section by deriving some properties of the function 
E occurring in (3.6) of Theorem 3 and by then using these properties 
and the notation of this section to restate and simplify (3.6). 
First we need another abbreviation. Let d denote the set of n x n 
complex matrices all of whose real eigenvalues are positive. (No restriction 
is placed on the nonreal eigenvalues, either here or in (3.6b) of Theorem 3.) 
Clearly E(S) is defined for every S E 8. For purposes of this paper we 
shall adopt the convention, indicated in (3.6b), that (for each fixed n) 
E(S) is defined only if SEE. (Other conventions might be appropriate 
in other contexts.) 
Next, it is clear that E, as well as its domain 8, is invariant under 
arbitrary similarity, i.e., E(C-l.SC) = E(S) for every SE 8 and every 
C E 9(c). This leads to the following evaluation. 
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Fact 3.2. Let S E 8 and let sl, s2, . . . , s, be the eigenvalues of S. For 
i= 1,2,..., 12 let oj be the principal value (i.e., 1~~1 < n) of arg si. Then 
E(S) = k oj 
j=l 
(thus E(S) is a particular determination of arg(det S)). Hence 
eiEtS) = sgn(clet S). 
Proof. The hypothesis and conclusion are invariant under similarity 
and S is similar to a triangular matrix, so we may assume that S itself 
is triangular. Now let s be in the slit plane, slit along the nonpositive 
real axis. Then 
1 - 1 [(l - t) + ts]-ys - l)& 
0 
is just the line integral s z-l dz, taken from 1 to s along the connecting 
segment (which lies entirely in the slit plane), and so is the principal 
value of logs. Therefore its imaginary part is the principal value of 
arg s, and so 
1 
E(S) = Im 
11 
J$ [(l - t) + tsjl-% - 1)) Lit 
0 
We have as a consequence of Fact 3.2 that, for S E 8, E(S) = 0 implies 
det S > 0, so every contradefinite matrix S satisfying (3.6b) satisfies 
(3.6a). Note that in the notation of this section (3.6a) and (3.6b) now read 
as follows : 
(3.6a) S has positive determinant and is contradefifzite; 
(3.6b) SE d and E(S) = 0 and 1 E r(S). 
Since (3.4) is conjunctively invariant and we wish to show that (3.4) 
is equivalent to (3.6), it is desirable to rewrite (3.6) in a conjunctively 
invariant form. (It is easily seen that (3.6b) is not conjunctively invariant; 
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e.g., neither E nor its domain & is conjunctively invariant. This serves 
to motivate the following abbreviation.) Let 8 denote the set of n x n 
nonsingular complex matrices S for which - 1 $ r(S). Then clearly 8’ 
is conjunctively invariant and (since r(S) is a cone and contains all the 
eigenvalues of S) is a subset of 8. (8’ is in fact the largest conjunctively 
invariant subset of &; see Remark 4 of Section 7.) 
Fact 3.3. E is conjunctively invariant on &‘, i.e., E(C*SC) = E(S) 
for every C E 9(c) and every S E b’. 
Proof. We use a simple continuity argument. Let S E 8’. By Fact 
3.2 we have for every nonsingular C that 
,zE(c*sc) 
= sgn det(C*SC) 
= sgn(det S) 
and hence that 
E(C*SC) - E(S) 
is an integer multiple of 2~. But, for fixed S E b’, E(C*SC) is continuous 
as a function of C since the integrand in E(C*SC) is a rational function 
(in t and the entries of C and C*) whose denominator, 
det[(l - t)l + tC*SC], 
is nonzero for C E 9(c) and 0 < t < 1 (since C*SC E 8). Now 9(c) is 
an arcwise connected set containing I, so E(C*SC) = E(S) for every 
c E Y(c). 
We now are in position to restate (3.6) in conjunctively invariant terms. 
Consider the following statement (about an n x n complex matrix S): 
(3.6’) at least one of the following, (3.6a) OY (3.6’b), holds; 
(3.6a) det S > 0 and S is contradefinite; 
(3.6’b) SE 6’ and E(S) = 0 and 1 E r(S). 
(See Section 6, Fact 6.4 and the Remark at the end of that section for 
other conditions equivalent to (3.6’b).) 
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We shall show that (3.6’) is equivalent to (3.6) and to (3.4), thus 
completing the proof of Theorem 3. Namely, as noted above, when S 
is contradefinite, (3.6b) implies (3.6a). Also (3.6’b) implies (3.6b), since 
8’~ 8’. Thus we have only to show that (3.6’) is equivalent to (3.4) and 
that, when S is codefinite, (3.6b) implies (3.6’b). (The latter fact will 
show that (3.6’b) is obtained by excluding just the contradefinite pos- 
sibilities from (3.6b).) We shall show these in the following three sections. 
4. SOME 2 X 2 PRELIMINARIES 
To a very large extent the proof that (3.6’) implies (3.4) can be derived 
from a detailed knowledge of how 2 x 2 complex matrices, especially 
triangular ones, “behave” relative to conjunctivity. This section is devoted 
to a brief presentation of the pertinent facts and of how they will be used 
in later sections. The proofs are all relatively routine, so only sketches 
of the more important ones will be given here. 
In what follows, let (unless otherwise specified) 
a b 
s=c d[ 1 
be an arbitrary 2 x 2 complex matrix. We make the following abbrevia- 
tions : 
A = det S = ad - bc, 
@ = $(ad + dci - b6 - CC). 
We can easily see that @ < /A /. Further, we can easily see that A is 
invariant under unimodular conjunctivity and can easily verify that @ 
is also. The ratios A : /A( : CD are thus invariant under arbitrary conjunc- 
tivity. We shall supplement these invariants, where necessary, with 
other easily found invariants (to form a complete system). 
We next list canonical forms for S under conjunctivity and give 
criteria (for deciding which canonical matrix S is conjunctive with) in 
terms of conjunctivity invariants. We start with the cases (Cases 1 and 
2 below) where S is nonsingular. Here L3 f 0, so we can define a real 
number /i’ (modn) and a real nonnegative number y satisfying 
eziB = lA1-lA = sgnd, 
1 - 272 = /A~-‘@. 
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(y is indeed real, since @ < /A I.) Thus ,B (modn) and y are conjunctivity 
invariants of S. 
Case 1. S is bidefinite. Here S is conjunctive with 
i 0 
eiP I I 0 --i’ 
in which either determination may be taken for eip. We see that y = 1 
(since 1 - 2y2 = - 1 and y > 0) and that S* = - e-‘@S. The last 
equation is conjunctively invariant and, together with d # 0, serves to 
characterize Case 1. (The last two conditions together imply y = 1.) 




[ 1 2y 1 ’ 
where either determination may be taken for eiP if S is contradefinite. 
When S is codefinite, we can show that the determination above is con- 
junctively invariant and satisfies 
Re{eeiD(u + d)} > 0. 
(See Remark 2 later in this section.) S is unidefinite if and only if y = 0. 
S is prodefinite if and only if 0 < y < 1. S is transdefinite if and only if 
y = 1. S is contradefinite if and only if y > 1. Case 2 is characterized 
by the condition: A # 0 and S* # - ePaiPS. 
Next we consider the singular cases. 
Case 3. S is singular and contradefinite. Here S is conjunctive with 
0 0 
[ 1 2 0’ 
This case is characterized by the condition: A = 0 and @ < 0. 
Case 4. S is singular and codefinite and nonzero. Here S must be 
unidefinite and the trace of S must be nonzero. (The diagonal entries 
of S cannot both be zero for, if they were, then S would be covered by 
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Case 3.) Thus we can here define eip to be the Signum of a + d. (No 
confusion should arise with the nonsingular cases, where eip was defined 
differently.) Then eip is a conjunctivity invariant of S (as in the codefinite 
subcases of Case 2) and S is conjunctive with 
ei8 0 
[ I 0 0’ 
This case is characterized by the condition: S # 0 and A = 0 and @ = 0. 
Case 5. S = 0. 
All the canonical forms above are unique except in Case 1 and 
the contradefinite subcase of Case 2, where there are exactly two canonical 
forms for each conjunctivity class. Note also that from this classification 
we get that S is contradefinite if and only if @ < - IA I. (This nasc 
can be written in rational form as Qz > /Aj2, since 0 < j Al always.) 
We briefly indicate a proof that the preceding five cases exhaust the 
possibilities for S. First, suppose S is singular and nonzero. Then, by 
Fact 1.3, S is conjunctive with a matrix of the form 
al 0 L 1 Cl 0 ’ a, # 0. 
If ci # 0, we easily see that S is conjunctive with the canonical matrix 
of Case 3. If cr = 0, we obviously have Case 4. Now suppose S is non- 
singular. Then S is conjunctive with a nonsingular lower triangular 
matrix. which after obvious normalizations we can write as 
with p>O and cosu>O. 
If now p + cos u = 0, then we have Case 1, so suppose that p + cos u > 0. 
Then the conjunctivity defined by the unimodular matrix 
(2p + 2coscr)- U2[; Y-Y-J 
has the effect 
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Note that lp - i sin ccl = (pz + sin2cr)ri2 = y, so there is a further con- 
junctivity having the effect 
[ l. . :]+[2; Y]* 2(p - 2 sm IX) 
as claimed in Case 2. 
The calculations above prove net only the assertion of Case 2 but also 
the following result, which we shall use repeatedly. 
LEMMA 4.1. (i) Let /3 be real and y be nonnegative. Then there is a 
conjunctivity having the effect 
for all real u such that 
/sin M/ < y and (y2 - sin2Co*‘2 + cos tc > 0, 
i.e., for all tl when y > 1, and for all u such that jsin aI < y and cos cc > 0 
when 0 < y < 1. (ii) Thus, in particular, whenever @c > 1011 > 161, every 
matrix of the form 
A, = etp 
is colzjunctive with a suitable matrix of the form 
(where /? is the same in A, as in A,), namely, with one for which 
(Thus K # 0 if $7~ > ICC/ > IS/.) (iii) Furthermore, if IcxI = &c and p # 0 
in A,, then A, is contradefinite and is for every 6 cortjunctive with a suitable 
matrix of the form A, (namely, with one for which IpI2 + 1 = jK12 + sin26). 
Remark 1. Lemma 4.1 and earlier results enable us now to prove 
(vii) in Fact 3.1, the convexity of r(S) for every n x n matrix S. The 
proof of the n x n case obviously reduces to proving the 2 x 2 case, 
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so suppose S is a 2 x 2 complex matrix. Then S is covered by one of 
the five cases in our conjunctivity classification earlier in this section. 
The proof that I’(S) is convex is, through use of these canonical forms 
(and (ii) of Fact 3.1), trivial in Cases 1, 3, 4, 5 and the subcase y = 0 
of Case 2, and completely routine (by Lemma 4.1 and (i) and (iv) of 
Fact 3.1) in the subcase y > 1 of Case 2. Thus we may assume that S 
is covered by the subcase 0 < y < 1 of Case 2. We first suppose 0 < y < 1. 
Then, by the first part of Lemma 4.1, S is conjunctive with the diagonal 
matrix 
diag(ei(P+w), ei(p-w)), where UJ = arcsin y, 
and consequently r(S) is just the set of nonnegative linear combinations 
of t@+,) and ei(B-O), i.e., r(S) is the closed sector whose boztndary arguments 
(which we define to be the arguments of its bounding rays, with determina- 
tions differing by less than n) are ,!I - IX and /I + LO (in increasing order). 
When y = 1 in Case 2, Lemma 4.1 tells us that whenever cos tc > 0 the 
point ei(B+a) occurs as a diagonal entry of a matrix conjunctive with S, 
so (by (i), (ii), and (iv) of Fact 3.1) P(S) contains the open half plane 
{.z: Re(eeiPz) > O}. 
Since also H(P) is positive semidefinite, I’(S) must be contained in the 
corresponding closed half plane and so r(S) must itself be a half plane 
with boundary arguments (defined analogously to those for a sector, but 
with their difference here = n) p - 4 ?c and /? + &c, in increasing order. 
Moreover, here (i.e., in the 2 x 2 transdefinite case) r(S) cannot contain 
either of its bounding rays, for suppose r(eeiPS) contained the positive 
or negative imaginary axis. Then, by Fact 3.1 (v) and Fact 1.2, the matrix 
eeiPS, which has positive determinant, would be conjunctive with a matrix 
of the form 
i 0 
[ 1 P -_i ’ 
which cannot be transdefinite (it is bidefinite if p = 0 and by Lemma 
4.1 is contradefinite if p # 0). 
Remark 2. In the codefinite subcase of Case 2 we mentioned without 
proof how to determine which square root eiD of eziP = sgn A occurs in 
the given canonical form. We have to show first that a + d # 0. To show 
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this, suppose a + d were zero. Then a and d would both be zero since 
they both lie in r(S), which by Remark 1 has its nonzero part in an 
open half plane. But, if a and d were both zero, then b and c would both 
be nonzero and S would be bidefinite if lb1 = jcl and S would be contra- 
definite if (bj # /cl. Th us a + d # 0 and, since a + d lies in I’(S), whose 
central ray has argument = p(mod 5%~) (and this ray is also the central 
ray of an open half plane containing the nonzero part of r(S)) by Remark 
1, we must indeed have Re{e-tP(a + d)} positive. 
We conclude this section with some brief explanations of how the 
results above will be applied in later sections. First we note that it is 
easily verified (e.g., by the method used in the discussion preceding 
Lemma 4.1, or by using the 2 x 2 canonical forms of this section) that, 
for arbitrary complex numbers a, c, and d, the two matrices 
[: ii] and 11” :‘J 
are conjunctive, so if S is an n X 9-z lower triangular matrix we can find 
a lower triangular matrix T which is conjunctive with S and whose 
diagonal is any desired reordering of the diagonal of S. (However, the 
subdiagonal entries of T will not in general be easily computed from those 
of S.) 
Next we introduce the following notation, which will often be used 
where we apply Lemma 4.1. Let S be an n x n nonsingular lower triangular 
matrix and, for j = 1, 2, . . . , n, let sj be the jth diagonal entry of S and 
let CF~ = arg sj. (We have the usual ambiguity in the definition of arg.) 
We then define arg diag S by the equation 
We shall write 
arg diag S = (pi, u2, . . , a,). 
as an abbreviation for the following conditional: “If S is any (nonsingular 
lower triangular) matrix whose arg diag is (al, . . . , CT,), then there is a 
matrix whose arg diag is (ri, . . . , tn) and which is conjunctive with S.” 
Following the usual practice, we shall write a chain of such conditionals, 
e.g., 
(PI, . . . I pn) - (aI, . . . , a,) - ($ . . . , q&jr 
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as an abbreviation for the conjunction of the individual conditionals 
occurring: (p) + (o) and (0) -+ (t). We shall use this abbreviation only 
when each conditional follows immediately from Lemma 4.1 and Fact 1.1, 
the former asserting (as its conclusion) the existence of a conjunctivity 
of order 2 and the latter giving us (in its conclusion) the effect of the 
corresponding [j, k] subconjunctivity, where j and k are positive integers 
with j < k. The relevance of the arg diag notation in this abbreviation 
can be seen from the following restatement of the second part of Lemma 
4.1: in > /tll 3 /a/ implies that 
(P + x, P - a) + (B + s, p - 6). 
Note that this part of Lemma 4.1 can also be stated: If 7c > loci - cc21 3 
/S, - 6,( and OCR + c(s = 6, + 6,, then 
5. THE ?Z X 9% CONTRADEFINITE CASE 
When S is contradefinite, (3.4) implies (3.6’) trivially. ((3.4) appears 
in Theorem 3 (Section 2) and (3.6’) appears at the end of Section 3.) In 
this section we show that (3.6’) implies (3.4) for contradefinite S. To show 
this, it suffices to show that (3.6a) implies (3.4), since 8’ contains no 
contradefinite matrices. That (3.6a) implies (3.4) follows as a special 
case of the following result, which is the main result of this section. 
Fact 5.1. Let S be an n x n nonsingular contradefinite matrix. Then 
S is conjunctive with a lower triangular matrix whose first n - 1 diagonal 
entries = 1 (and whose last diagonal entry thus has Signum = sgn(det S)). 
Proof. We use induction on n. The assertion is vacuously true for 
n = 1, and it is true for n = 2 by the first part of Lemma 4.1 with y > 1 
and tc = - 8, where we use the canonical form in Case 2 of Section 4. 
We begin our induction with 12 = 2, and thus we assume that n > 3 
and, as our induction assertion, that every (n - 1) x (n - 1) nonsingular 
contradefinite matrix is conjunctive with a lower triangular matrix whose 
first n - 2 diagonal entries = 1. 
Now let S be an G x n nonsingular contradefinite matrix. Before 
considering the general case, we deal with a number of special cases 
some of which have subcases (and some also have subsubcases). (No 
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attempt is made to avoid overlapping of these cases.) Note that occa- 
sionally (specifically in Case 10, this section) a simplifying assumption 
is made in a case or subcase; when this happens the assumption is to 
apply to all subsidiary subcases and subsubcases. 
Case 1. S,, = 1 and S[l/l) = 0 and S(1) is contradefinite. (See 
Section 1 for the submatrix notation.) Here S(1) is an (X - 1) x (n - 1) 
nonsingular contradefinite matrix and so, by our induction assertion, S(1) 
is conjunctive with a lower triangular matrix T, whose first n - 2 diagonal 
entries = 1. This conjunctivity of order n - 1 defines a [Z, 3, . . . , n] 
subconjunctivity of order n which, when applied to S, produces (by 
Fact 1.1) an n x n lower triangular matrix T whose first n - 1 diagonal 
entries = 1 (since T,, = S,, and T(1) = T,). 
Case 2. S[l, 2, 31 is of the form 
with x # 0 (and 0 real). Here, since S[l, 2, 31 is nonsingular, Fact 1.2 
(with p = 3 and q = n - 3) gives us a matrix T conjunctive with S such 
that T[l, 2, 31 = S[l, 2, 31 and T [ill) = 0. Thus T is covered by Case 1 
since the principal submatrix T [Z, 31 of T(1) is contradefinite (by Section 
4, e.g., the last part of Lemma 4.1) and hence T(1) itself is contradefinite. 
Case 3. S[l, 2, 31 has the form of the matrix A of Case 2, except 
here with x = 0 and w # 0. 
%bcase 3a. y f 0. Here we apply to S the [l, 21 subconjunctivity 




-W e-ze 1 -WE ’ 
and get thereby a matrix T such that T [l, 2, 31 is the matrix 
I 
10 0 
A,= w eze 0 
yeie x1 _ eio 
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where x1 = y%eiO and hence x1 # 0. Thus S is conjunctive with a matrix 
(namely, T) covered by Case 2. 
Subcase 3b. y = 0. Here we apply to S the [2, 31 subconjunctivity 
defined by 
and get thereby a matrix T covered by Subcase 3a since T [l, 2, 31 is 
Case 4. S [l, 2, 31 is lower triangular and nonsingular, and (for some 
real 4) 
arg diag S [l, 2,3] = (4, $ + Qn, $ - fn). 
Subcase 4a. - &n < #J < $7~. Here we set 0 = &(3$ + n) and, using 
the notation at the end of Section 4, get from Lemma 4.1 that 
The second of these two subconjunctivities is of type [l, 21 with the 
CI, p, and 6 of (the second part of) Lemma 4.1 here respectively given by 
-p = 6 = i[O - 4(3r$ +n)], 
so cc < 0, 6 < 0, and 1x1 - 161 = $($n - $) > 0, and hence (by the 
parenthetical remark at the end of the second part of Lemma 4.1) the 
(2, 1)st entry of the final matrix is nonzero. Thus, applying to S the 
corresponding (composite) [l, 2, 31 subconjunctivity (followed by an 
appropriate diagonal conjunctivity) gives us a matrix covered by Case 3 
or Case 2. 
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kbcase 4b. - 7c < $ < Z. Here we can arbitrarily permute, in the 
manner indicated near the end of Section 4, the diagonal entries of the 
[l, 2, 31 submatrix by [l, 2, 31 subconjunctivities without leaving Case 4. 
Evidently one such permutation produces a matrix covered by Subcase 4a. 
Case 5. S [l, 2, 31 is a nonsingular lower triangular matrix whose 
diagonal entries have arguments 4, 4 + 8, $ - 19 in some order, with 
Qn < 13 < z Here, reasoning as in Subcase 4b, we may assume that 
argcliagS[1,2,3]=(&++0,+-0)=++(0,8,-0). 
Select a positive integer k > (n - 0)-l(e - fn) and then let E = 
k-1(8 - @), so that 8 - j& > $7~ for 1 < i < k. Omitting 4 for now, we 
have by Lemma 4.1 that, since 0 + E < Z, 
(0, 8, - e) -+ (&, 8 - &, - e) - (0, 8 - E, E - e) 
+ (&, 8 - 2&, & - e) .-+ (0, 8 - 2&, 2& - e) - e a e 
4 (0, r’3 - ks, ks - 0) = (0, +c, - &) 
after 2k steps. (0 + E <Z was used in the second step.) Reinserting 4, 
we see that S is thus conjunctive with a matrix covered by Case 4. 
Case 6. S [l, 2, 31 is lower triangular with “spokelike” diagonal (we 
shall say the diagonal of a matrix is s$okelike provided no half plane 
contains all the diagonal entries of the matrix). Here, using a [l, 2, 31 
subconjunctivity given by Lemma 4.1, we decrease the largest of the 
three central angles (subtended at zero by the rays through the three 
diagonal entries) by exactly $ of the difference between it and the next 
largest central angle. This [l, 2, 31 subconjunctivity will at the same time 
increase each of the two smallest angles by 4 of this difference, thereby 
giving us a matrix conjunctive with S covered by Case 5 or Case 4 (in 
both of which the two largest central angles are equal). It is easy, but not 
very edifying, to formalize this argument. 
Case 7. S[l, 2, 31 is of the form 
w # 0. 
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E = 4 min(0,n - fI> 
and use the last part of Lemma 4.1 to get 
arg diag S [L, 2,3] = 9 + (0, - X, 0) - #J + (- E, E - 7~, e). 
Applying to S the corresponding [l, 21 subconjunctivity gives us a matrix 
covered by Case 6. 
Subcase 7b. - n < 19 < 0. Here we follow the idea of Subcase 7a, 
with 
E = $min(- B,n + 19): 
argdiagS[1,2,3]=$+(O,n,O) -$+(E,z-e,e), 
which again gives us a spokelike diagonal. 
Subcase 7c. 19 = z. Here we consider three subsubcases. 
Subsubcase 7ca. x # 0. Here we let 
8 = + arcsin(min{&lxj, 11) 
and use the first part of Lemma 4.1 to get 
which again gives us a spokelike diagonal (in fact, it gives us a matrix 
covered by Case 5). 
Subsubcase 7cb. x = 0 # y. Here we apply to S the [l, 21 sub- 
conjunctivity defined by the matrix obtained by putting 0 = 7~ in the 
matrix C of Subcase 3a above. This gives us a matrix T which is conjunc- 
tive with S and which is covered by Subsubcase 7ca since 
T[l, 2, 31 = es4 
with x1 = - yG # 0. 
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Subsubcase 7cc. x = 0 = y. Here we apply to S the [Z, 31 sub- 
conjunctivity defined by the matrix 
and get thereby a matrix T covered by Subsubcase 7cb since T [l, 2, 31 is 
Subcase 7d. 0 = 0. Here we apply to S the [l, 21 subconjunctivity 
defined by the matrix 
-3 1 
[ 1 1 0 
and get thereby a matrix covered by Subcase 7c (with $ replaced by 
$ -k X, w replaced by $, etc.). 
Case 8. S [l, 21 is contradefinite and nonsingular. Here S[l, 21 is 
conjunctive with a canonical matrix of (Case 2 of) Section 4 with y > 1, 
so by the first part of Lemma 4.1 (with c( = &c, /I replaced by 4 - &c, 
and - 2i(y2 - 1)n2 replaced by W) S [l, 21 is conjunctive with a matrix 
of the form B [l, 21, where B is the matrix so labeled in Case 7 (and 
?PI # 0 here also). Thus (by Fact 1.1) we may assume that S [l, 21 itself 
is in the latter form, and by Fact 1.2 (since S[l, 21 is nonsingular) we 
may further assume that S[l, 2/l, 2) = 0. Then S(1, 2) is nonsingular 
and by Fact 1.3 is thus conjunctive with a matrix whose first diagonal 
entry is nonzero. Thus S is conjunctive with a matrix covered by Case 7. 
Case 9. S[l, 21 is contradefinite and singular. Here by (Case 3 of) 
Section 4 we may assume 
0 0 
S[l,21= 2 o J I 1 
and (for reasons akin to Fact 1.2) we may further assume that S(1, 2/l] = 0. 
Thus, since S is nonsingular, there is a k > 3 for which S,, # 0. Hence, 
applying to S the [2, k] subconjunctivity defined by 
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1 0 I I 1 S, 1 
gives us a matrix T covered by Case 8 because T [l, 21 is of the form 
0 1 I I 2 x’ 
which is nonsingular and by the criterion of Section 4 (namely, @ < - 1 A I) 
is contradefinite. 
Case 10. S[l, 21 is indefinite hermitian. Here we may assume that 
S[1,2]= ; _‘: 
[ I 
and (by Fact 1.2), since S[l, 21 is nonsingular, that S[l, 211, 2) = 0. 
We now have a number of subcases and subsubcases to consider. 
Subcase 10a. S(l, 2/l, 21 # 0. Here we shall assume S(l, 2111 # 0. 
(The proof for S(1, 2121 # 0 re uires only obvious modifications.) We q 
may further assume S,, # 0. (Otherwise Sj, # 0 for some j > 3, and 
we would start with the interchanging [3, j] subconjunctivity.) We now 
consider two subsubcases. 
Subsubcase 10aa. S,, = 0. Here S[l, 2, 31 is of the form 
y # 0. 
Thus, applying to S the [2, 31 subconjunctivity defined by the matrix 
1 0 
[ 1 .z 1’ 
where .z = - x if x f 0 and z = 1 if x = 0, gives us a matrix T such 
that T[l, 21 is 
[ -xy 1 -1 0 1 xx I if x # 0, or - [ -1 0 1 if x=0; 
Y 
in either case, T [l, 21 is contradefinite by Section 4 (and is nonsingular). 
Thus T is covered by Case 8. 
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Subsubcase 1Oab. S,, + 0. Here we may assume that /S,,/ = 1, so 
that S[l, 2, 31 has the form 
1 00 
I 1 O-10 , V#O V 21 e-iO 
We now apply to S the [l, 2, 31 subconjunctivity defined by 
i -0 zi 1 0 1 0 1 1 
and get thereby a matrix whose [l, 2, 31 submatrix is of the form e-“‘A, 
where A is the matrix of Case 3 (as modified from Case 2). We next apply 
the [l, 2, 31 subconjunctivity given by Case 3 and get a matrix T such 
that (T is conjunctive with S and) T [l, 2, 31 is of the form ePioA,, where 
A, is the matrix of Subcase 3a (but where now the w and y in A, are 
not necessarily those in A, since we may have to “detour” through 
Subcase 3b). Thus T[2, 31 is contradefinite and nonsingular, so T is 
conjunctive (by the interchanging [l, 31 subconjunctivity) with a matrix 
covered by Case 8. 
Subcase lob. S(l, 2/l, 21 = 0. Here S is the direct sum of S[l, 21 
and S(l, 2), so, by Fact 3.1, 
r(S) = QSP, 21) + r(s(l,q). 
Now r(S) is the whole plane (since S is given to be contradefinite), and 
r(S[l, 21) is the real axis, so r(S(1, 2)) contains at least one point in the 
upper open half plane and at least one point in the lower open half plane. 
Thus S(l, 2) is neither hermitian nor unidefinite, so n 3 4 and we have 
the following subsubcases to consider. 
Subsubcase 10ba. S(l, 2) is contradefinite. Here S is covered by 
Case 1 since S(l, 2) is a submatrix of S(1). 
Subsubcase 10bb. S(l, 2) is bidefinite (but not hermitian). Here 
there is a real 4 such that e-‘$S(l, 2) is indefinite hermitian. Then sin 4 # 0 
since S(l, 2) is not hermitian, so we may assume that 0 < 4 < z We 
may further assume that e-““S(1, 2) is diagonal and that its first and second 
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diagonal entries are 1 and - 1, respectively. Thus we have from Lemma 
4.1 that 
arg diag S [l, 2,3,4] = (0, TZ, +,+ - z) 
Applying to S the corresponding [l, 2, 3, 41 subconjunctivity gives us 
a matrix T such that T[l, 2, 41 is lower triangular with spokelike diagonal, 
so T is conjunctive (by the interchanging [3, 41 subconjunctivity) to 
a matrix covered by Case 6. 
Subsubcase 10bc. S(l, 2) is codefinite but not bidefinite. Here we 
let S, = S(l, 2). Since r(S,) contains points in the upper and lower 
open half planes, there are real numbers ,u, Y such that 0 < ,U < Z, 0 < 
v < Z, eEP E I’(.&,), and - e”’ E r(S,). Moreover, there exist such ,u and v 
for which p # v (otherwise S, would be bidefinite). We shall assume 
p < v. (The proof for p > v requires only obvious modifications.) S, is 
conjunctive with a matrix whose first two diagonal entries are eiO and 
- eiY. (This can be seen by extending to the present case the argument 
used in the proof of Fact 3.1, where we now have two noncoradial nonzero 
elements of I’(.!$), so the corresponding vectors must be linearly in- 
dependent.) Thus we may assume that S,, = eiP and S,, = - ei”. Hence 
S[3, 41 is codefinite (because it is a submatrix of S(l, 2)) but not co- 
hermitian, i.e., S [3, 41 is prodefinite or transdefinite. Therefore QS [3, 41) 
is a sector or a half plane, and so we can let /I - w and /3 + o be its 
boundary arguments, in increasing order. (These are defined in Remark 
1 of Section 4.) Then 0 < w < in, and, since eZW and - eiy = ei(V-n) are 
both E r(S [3,4]) and 0 < ,U - (v - n) < 7c, /I can be determined so that 
and hence I/?/ < co. Thus there is an cc such that l/3 < c( < o, so by 
Section 4 S [3, 41 is conjunctive with a lower triangular matrix of arg diag = 
(fi + cc, ,8 - LX). Consequently we may assume that S [l, 2, 3, 41 is lower 
triangular with 
where 
arg diag S [l, 2,3,4] = (0, Z, ,8 + CL, 8 - E), 
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and 
(p+tc) - (B-M) =2u<2w<7L 
Hence S [2, 3, 41 has spokelike diagonal, so S is conjunctive with a matrix 
covered by Case 6. 
We now consider the general case : S is contradefinite and nonsingular. 
Then P(S) contains 1 and - 1, so, by reasoning similar to that in Sub- 
subcase lObc, S is conjunctive with a matrix T such that T[l, 21 is of 
the form 
1 b 
I 1 C -1. 
If now cb # - 1 and C # b, then T [l, 21 is nonsingular and (by the 
criterion in Section 4) contradefinite, so T is covered by Case 8. If cb = 
- 1, then T is covered by Case 9 and, if E = b, then T is covered by Case 
10. This concludes the proof of Fact 5.1 and hence of the contradefinite 
case of Theorem 3. 
Remark. Fact 5.1 generalizes to include the singular cases. Namely, 
we define an n x n complex matrix S to be *-regular, provided SX = 0 
implies S*X = 0. (For example, we easily see that every codefinite 
matrix is *-regular.) Then, analogously to [3, Fact 1.31, we have that 
S is *-regular if and only if S is conjunctive with the direct sum of a non- 
singular matrix A and a zero matrix (by convention this direct sum may 
itself be zero or nonsingular), and that the conjunctivity class of any 
such A is uniquely determined by (that of) S. Thus q(S) = sgn(det A) 
is defined and conjunctively invariant for every *-regular S (if we define 
~(0) = 1). The proof of the following result parallels that of [3, Theorem 
21, except for the *-regular case, which is easily derived from Fact 5.1 
above. 
Fact 5.2. Let S be an n x n contradefinite complex matrix and 
let Y be the rank of S. Then S is conjunctive with a lower triangular 
matrix whose last n - 7 columns are zero, whose first 7 - 1 diagonal 
entries = 1, and whose rth diagonal entry = q(S) if S is *-regular and 
= 1 otherwise. 
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6. THE n X n CODEFINITE CASE 
In this section we finish showing that (3.6) and (3.6’) are equivalent 
(by proving Fact 6.3 below) and show that when S is codefinite (3.6’) 
and (3.4) are equivalent, thus completing the proof of Theorem 3. We 
conclude this section with a topological condition equivalent to (3.6’b). 
We shall use the following four results. 
Fact 6.1. When S is codefinite then 
Fact 6.2. When S is codefinite then 
Fact 6.3. When S is codefinite then 
Fact 6.4. Let SE 8’ and E(S) = 0. 
S is not bidefinite. 
(3.4) implies - 1 I$ r(S). 
(3.4) implies E(S) = 0. 
(3.6b) implies (3.6’b). 
Then 1 E r(S) if and only if 
Proof of Fact 6.1. Since the hypotheses and conclusion are conjunc- 
tively invariant, we may assume that S is an n x n complex lower triangu- 
lar matrix of positive diagonal and in fact we may assume further that 
all diagonal entries of S are = 1. If now S = I then obviously - 1 $ P(S), 
so suppose that S is nondiagonal. Then S has a 2 x 2 principal submatrix 
of the form 
1 0 
A= 
i 1 c 1 with c # 0. 
By the first part of Lemma 4.1, for every sufficiently small cc > 0, A is 
conjunctive with a matrix of the form 
eia 0 
[ 1 Cl e-i” ’ 
and so 1 is in the interior of r(A) (by Fact 3.1) and hence of r(S) (by 
(iii) of Fact 3.1). Since S is codefinite, r(S) is contained in some half 
plane, and thus 1 is in the interior of this half plane. Therefore - 1 is in 
the exterior of this half plane and so cannot be G r(S). 
Proof of Fact 6.2. Let S be codefinite and satisfy (3.4). Then S is 
nonsingular, and, by Fact 6.1, - 1 # r(S), so S E 8’. Let T be the matrix 
given by (3.4) which is conjunctive with S, is lower triangular, and has 
positive diagonal. Then T E 8’ because &” is conjunctively invariant, 
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and E(T) = E(S) because E is conjunctively invariant on 8’. But E(T) = 0 
by Fact 3.2, so also E(S) = 0. 
Proof of Fact 6.3. Let S be a codefinite matrix satisfying (3.6b). We 
have (in order to show that S satisfies (3.6’b)) only to show that - 14 r(S). 
We give an indirect proof: Suppose that - 1 E r(S). Then r(S) contains 
the entire real axis (since 1 E r(S) by (3.6b)), and hence r(S) is the upper 
or lower closed half plane or the real axis (since S is codefinite). But 
r(S) cannot be the real axis since, if it were, S would be indefinite hermitian 
and so would have a negative eigenvalue (in violation of (3.6b)). Suppose 
r(S) is the upper (closed) half plane, and let T be a lower triangular 
matrix unitarily conjunctive with (= unitarily similar to) S. Then the 
diagonal entries of T lie in r(T) = r(S) = the upper half plane, but do 
not lie on the nonpositive real axis since they are the eigenvalues of S 
and S E 8. Now E(S) = 0 by (3.6b), so by Fact 3.2 the diagonal entries 
of T all have arg = 0 (for principal value), i.e., the diagonal of T is 
positive. Thus S satisfies (3.4), and hence by Fact 6.1 we have - 1 4 r(S). 
This contradiction shows that r(S) cannot be the upper half plane, and 
by similar reasoning r(S) cannot be the lower half plane. Thus our 
assumption, that - 1 E r(S), is untenable. 
Proof of Fact 6.4. (“Only if.“) Let 1 E r(S) and S E b’, so - 1 $ r(S). 
Then clearly S cannot be bidefinite. (“If.“) Assume that S E 8’ and 
that E(S) = 0 and that S is not bidefinite. We shall give an indirect proof 
that 1 E r(S) : Suppose 1 I# r(S). Since also - 14 r(S) (because S E 8’) 
and since S is not bidefinite, the nonzero part of r(S) must lie entirely 
in the upper open half plane or the lower open half plane, say the upper 
half plane. (The proof is parallel for the lower half plane.) Then, since 
S is nonsingular, all the eigenvalues of S lie in the upper open half plane 
and hence E(S) must be > 0 by Fact 3.2, contradicting E(S) = 0. Thus 
our supposition, that 1 $ r(S), must be false. 
Fact 6.3 completes the proof of the equivalence of (3.6) and (3.6’), and 
Facts 6.1 and 6.2 show that when S is codefinite (3.4) implies (3.6’). We 
next complete the proof of Theorem 3 by showing that (3.6’b) implies 
(3.4). (In Section 5 we showed that (3.6’a) implies (3.4).) 
Namely, (3.6’b) clearly implies (3.4) if n = 1. We proceed by induction 
on w: Assume that n 3 2 and, as our induction assertion, that (3.6’b) 
implies (3.4) for all matrices of order n - 1. Let now S be a matrix of 
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order n satisfying (3.6’b). Since 1 E r(S), S is conjunctive with a matrix 
of the block form 
[ 1 1 0 Y s, ’ 
where S, is (n - 1) x (n - 1) and Y is (n - 1) x 1. We may assume 
S itself is of this form (since (3.4) and (3.6’b) are both conjunctively 
invariant). Then - 1 $ QS,) by (iii) of Fact 3.1, and E(S,) = E(S) = 0 
by Fact 3.2. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. 1 E r(S,). Here, by our induction assertion, S, is conjunctive 
with a lower triangular matrix of positive diagonal. The matrix of this 
conjunctivity of order n - 1 defines a [2, 3, . . . , n] subconjunctivity of 
order n, which, when applied to S, produces (by Fact 1.1) a lower triangular 
matrix of positive diagonal. Thus S satisfies (3.4) in this case. 
Case 2. 1 $ r(S,). Here S, is bidefinite by Fact 6.4, but S, is not 
hermitian (since 14 r(S,), - 1 $ r(S,), and S, is nonsingular). We may 
assume that S, is lower triangular (i.e., diagonal) and further that S [l, 2, 31 
is of the form 
[ I 
1 0 0 
ze, &a 0 I O<U<SZ. 
Y 0 _ eia 
Let E = + min{cc,n - a}. Then by Lemma 4.1 we have, in the notation 
at the end of Section 4, that 
arg diag S [l, 2,3] = (0, u, c( - n) 
-+ (e, u - 8, a - n) 
---f (0, M - 8, E + K - 27). 
Applying to S the corresponding (composite) [l, 2, 31 subconjunctivity 
gives us a matrix covered by Case 1 (since M - E > 0 > E + cc - z~ > 
(E - E) - n). This concludes the proof that (3.6’b) implies (3.4) and hence 
the proof of Theorem 3. 
Remark. We can give a topological characterization of the set of 
matrices S satisfying (3.6’b). (This set is the codefinite part of 9.) We 
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introduce the following notation: Let 9 be the set of n x n complex 
matrices of positive determinant which are codefinite but not bidefinite, 
let BO be the set of S E 9 for which - 1 $ r(S) and E(S) = 0, and for 
K = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) n - 1, let gh be the set e 2nik’nQ,, (= the set of matrices 
S for which e--eZZk’nS E go). Then it can be shown that 9 is the union 
of B,,, %$, . . , Bn_1 and that gO, gi, . . . , Bfi_l are precisely the connected 
components of 3 (in fact, that each Bk is connected and is open and closed 
in 3) in the usual topology, namely, the topology of entrywise convergence. 
In particular, g,,, which we have shown (in Theorem 3 and Fact 6.4) to 
be the codefinite part of P3, is just the identity component of 9. (The 
proof is a routine but tedious application of methods of this paper plus 
standard topological arguments.) Furthermore, if we let 9’ be the co- 
definite part of Y+(c) and 9 be the bidefinite part of P(c), then 9’ is 
the union of B and B, and we can show by similar methods that B,’ 
is the (topological) closure of 9 in Y+(c), that each matrix in ~8 is a 
boundary point of exactly two of the components gh, and that 9’ is 
connected (in fact, each two of the components gb are “connected to 
each other” by a single conjunctivity class in 58; this makes the connec- 
tivity of 9’ the same as the connectivity of the l-skeleton of an (n - 1) 
simplex). 
7. g4, p5, AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this section we characterize 8” for m >, 4 and also clarify certain 
questions that arise naturally from the discussions in various parts of 
this paper. 
Using Theorem 1 and the equivalence of (3.1) and (3.6) in Theorem 3, 
we can easily characterize P4 by a very simple nasc ((4.4) below) as follows. 
THEOREM 4. Let S be an rz x n complex matrix. Then the following 
four statements are equivalent.. 
(4.1) S E P4 (i.e., S is a product of four positive definite complex 
hermitia?s matrices) ; 
(4.2) S is similar to an element of P4; 
(4.3) S is similar to an element of .CF3; 
(4.4) S has positive determinant, and is not a scalar matrix unless it 
is a positive scalar matrix. 
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(Thus P* consists of all matrices of W(c) except those scalar matrices 
not themselves in 9.) 
Proof. The proof is a routine paraphrase of the proof of the cor- 
responding real result [2, Theorem 41. (That (4.1) implies (4.4), is given 
in [l, Theorem 31.) The one modification that might require comment 
is that, in showing that (4.4) implies (4.3), in the present case we show 
the existence of a T which is similar to S and which is contradefinite 
(rather than “nonsymmetric and with symmetric part which is not 
nonpositive definite”). This existence is easily proved by using the same 
calculations as in the cited proof and by applying the criterion (@ < - Id I) 
for contradefiniteness from Section 4 to an appropriate 2 x 2 principal 
submatrix of T (in which t is taken sufficiently large). 
From Theorem 4 we can easily derive the following result, which 
tells us that 
g+(c) = 85 = 9 = g’7 =. . . . 
THEOREM 5. Let S be an n x n complex matrix of positive determinant. 
Then S E 85 (i.e., S is a product of five positive defilzite complex hermitian 
matrices). 
Proof. In view of Theorem 4 it suffices to assume that S = AI with 
In = 1 and il # 1 (and hence that n > 2). The rest of the proof is a 
routine paraphrase of the corresponding part of the proof of the correspond- 
ing real result [2, Theorem 51. 
Remark 1. Conditions (3.6) and (3.6’) are more complicated than the 
corresponding condition in the real case [2, (3.6) in Theorem 31, and we 
have so far not made clear if perhaps (3.6) and (3.6’) might be replaced 
by a simpler condition analogous to [2, (3.6)]. To facilitate discussion, 
let us state two such analogs. Namely, consider for an rt x YZ complex 
matrix S the following two statements: 
(3.6“) either S E B or S has positive determinant and is nonhermitian 
and its hermitian part, H(0; S) = +(S + S*), is not nonpositive definite; 
(3.6”‘) either S E B OY S has positive determinant and if 101 < &z 
then H(B; S) is not nonpositive definite. 
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We can routinely show by methods of this paper that (3.4) implies 
(3.6”‘) and that (3.6”‘) implies (3.6”). It has been shown in [l, Theorem 21 
that for, n < 2, (3.6”) implies (3.1) and hence implies (3.4) and (3.6’). 
(Note that for n = 2 the phrase “and is nonhermitian” is redundant in 
(3.6”).) It can also be shown by methods of this paper that, for n < 3, 
(3.6”‘) implies (3.4) and hence (3.1). However, the following two examples 
show, respectively, that, for n > 3, (3.6”) does not imply (3.6”‘) and 
that, for n 3 4, (3.6”‘) does not imply (3.6’): 
Remark 2. As mentioned at the beginning of Section 2, it is clear that 
every matrix of grn is in Pm, but it is not a priori clear that every real 
matrix of 8” is in Bm (if m 3 2 and n > 2). However, we can indeed 
see that the only real matrices in Pm are those in .?P (for every m and N), 
by comparing for each nz our criteria for Pn and LJP, respectively, in 
this paper and in [2]. This fact for M = 2 is noted in [l], but was certainly 
known earlier since it depends on Taussky’s criteria (for g2 and g2, 
dating from 1959) and the standard fact that two real matrices which 
are similar over the complex field are also similar over the real field 
(e.g., [lo, Corollary S-l, p. 1441). The result for m = 3 follows from 
verification that a real matrix S satisfies (3.6’) (Section 3) only if it satisfies 
[2, (3.6) in Theorem 31. This verification is routine after we notice that 
F(S) is symmetric with respect to the real axis, and hence that S is 
contradefinite if and only if S is nonsymmetric and its symmetric part 
is indefinite, and that if S E &then E(S) = 0 because S can be blocktriangu- 
larized, with 1 x 1 and2 x 2 diagonal blocks, by a real orthogonal similarity 
(a slightly incomplete form of this result appears in [13, p. 185, Ex. 391). 
Remark 3. In [2] we raised the question of whether or not B2 can be 
characterized by a rational condition. (s2 is characterized in [2] and 
elsewhere by an algebraic condition.) We raise the same question here 
about P2 and P3, and we answer the question affirmatively for P2 and 
B2. Namely, by standard theorems each of the following two statements 
is equivalent to (2.3) (in Theorem 2) and hence to (2.1): 
(2.5) S is diagonable and has all of its eigenvalues real and positive; 
(2.6) tke zeros of tlae minimum polynomial of S aye real and distinct 
and positive. 
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There are known rational nasc on a real polynomial that its zeros 
be real and distinct and positive. (Parallel reasoning applies to W2.) 
As applied to g3, our question (in view of Theorem 3 and Facts 3.2, 
3.3, and 1.3) amounts to asking if there is a rational nasc on an n x n 
(nonsingular) matrix S that S be contradefinite (i.e., that zero be an 
interior point of the wertvorrat of S). (“Rational” here of course means 
“rational in the entries of S and S*.“) By Section 4 the answer to the 
last question is affirmative if n = 2, and it can also be shown that the 
answer is affirmative for n = 3. Naturally, we can give an algebraic 
nasc on S that S be contradefinite, as follows. First we find by algebraic 
operations (on the entries of S and S*) the eigenvalues of S*S-l. Then 
we can determine by rational operations a conjunctivity-canonical form 
for S (after the manner, say, of [7, pp. 241-2481 in determining a canonical 
form for simultaneous conjunctivity of a pair of n x n hermitian matrices, 
one of which is nonsingular). It is then routine to describe a rational 
procedure for determining whether or not such a canonical matrix is 
contradefinite. (We shall not attempt such a description here, since it 
would require first a detailed description of the canonical form referred 
to above.) 
Remark 4. In Section 3 it was mentioned in passing (without proof, 
since no use was made of the fact) that 8’ is the largest conjunctively 
invariant subset of 8. This fact follows immediately from ((iii) implies 
(i) in) the following result. 
Fact 7.1. Let S be an n x n complex matrix. Then the following 
four statements are equivalent : 
(i) - 14 r(S) ; 
(ii) S + P is nonsingular for every P E 9; 
(iii) C*SC + 1 is nonsingular for every C E 9(c); 
(iv) the wertvorrat of S contains no negative real numbers; 
and also the following three statements are equivalent for n > 2: 
(i’) - 1 $ T(S) and S is nonsingular; 
(ii’) S + Q is nonsingular for every n x rt nonnegative definite 
hermitian matrix Q; 
(ii”) S + Q is nonsingular for every n x 1z nonnegative definite Q 
of rank 1. 
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Proof. Clearly (i) is equivalent to (iv), (ii) is equivalent to (iii), (ii’) 
implies (ii”), and all seven statements are conjunctively invariant. We 
show contrapositively that (i’) implies (ii’). (The proof that (i) implies 
(ii) is similar, but shorter.) Namely, suppose that S + Q is singular for 
some nonnegative definite Q. Then there is a nonzero n x 1 matrix X 
such that (S + Q)X = 0, so X*SX = - X*QX is real and < 0. Thus, 
if X*QX > 0, then - 1 E r(S) since r(S) is a cone, and if X*QX = 0, 
then QX = 0 since Q is semidefinite, and so SX = 0 also, and hence S 
is singular. To show contrapositively that (ii”) implies (i’) (the proof 
that (ii) implies (i) is similar, but shorter), assume that PZ > 2 and that 
- 1 E r(S) or S is singular. By Fact 3.1 or Fact 1.3 we may assume that 
S is triangular with one of its diagonal entries - 1 or 0 (respectively). 
We next pick for Q a diagonal matrix whose only nonzero entry is a 1 
in the same place as, or in a different place from, respectively, the - 1 
or 0 on the diagonal of S. Then Q is nonnegative definite of rank 1 and 
S + Q is singular in either case. 
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